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Abstract
Recent studies on LLMs do not pay enousdfgh attention to linguistic and lexical semantic tasks, such as taxonomy
learning. In this paper, we explore the capacities of Large Language Models featuring LLaMA-2 and Mistral for
several Taxonomy-related tasks. We introduce a new methodology and algorithm for data collection via stochastic
graph traversal leading to controllable data collection. Collected cases provide the ability to form nearly any type
of graph operation. We test the collected dataset for learning taxonomy structure based on English WordNet and
compare different input templates for fine-tuning LLMs. Moreover, we apply the fine-tuned models on such datasets
on the downstream tasks achieving state-of-the-art results on the TexEval-2 dataset.
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1. Introduction

Large Language Models (LLMs) are recently
considered to be magic pills to every Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and real-life task
nowadays. People use ChatGPT1 and other
LLM-based systems for recommending books
and films, retrieving encyclopedic knowledge,
for language learning and teaching, grammar
correction, translating, writing letters and some-
times academic papers and many other (Kas-
neci et al., 2023; Moskvoretskii et al., 2023).
At the same time, LLMs show state-of-the-art
performance on the NLP benchmarks (Song
et al., 2023) and are considered to be the first
approach to try.

Therefore, in this paper, we would like to
challenge modern LLMs with a lexical semantic
task — taxonomy learning, which requires the
model to learn not only words and their mean-
ings but also “IS-A” relations between them.
Taxonomy organizes concepts into a tree struc-
ture summarizing the worldview of a human ex-
pert. Indeed, most often, such lexical-semantic
resources are constructed and updated man-
ually by highly skilled lexicographers as fully
automatic construction of such resources is

1https://chat.openai.com

A. B.

D.C.

Figure 1: Examples of IS-A relation structures:
(A) hyponym prediction, (B) hypernym predic-
tion, (C) synset mixing, and (D) insertion.

prone to errors. Previous approaches show
that Transformer-based models do not demon-
strate high-quality results (Hanna and Mareček,
2021; Radford et al., 2019), yet these did not
experiment with the latest LLMs based on in-
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struction tuning. In this work, we aim to ad-
dress this gap and try to understand if these
bring the solution of the task to a new level.

Taxonomies are graph structures, where
nodes are words or concepts and IS-A rela-
tions between them are denoted as edges. The
most popular taxonomy for English is Word-
Net (Miller, 1998), which consists of synsets
— lexical nodes that contain word’s lemmas,
definition, and sense number specifying mean-
ing. Apart from IS-A relations, WordNet also
possesses synonym and meronym relations.
Taxonomies are used for various NLP tasks,
such as Named Entity Recognition (Toral and
Muñoz, 2006), Entity Linking (Corro et al.,
2015) and others (Wang et al., 2023; Lenz
and Bergmann, 2023). Even though some
papers working on taxonomic structures, e.g.
Nikishina et al. (2023), Chernomorchenko et al.
(2024) and Nikishina et al. (2022b) do consider
two-directional relations (hypernyms and hy-
ponyms), however, none of them tackles the
ability of LLMs to learn different substructures
of taxonomy graph.

To sum up, the contribution of the paper is
three-fold:

• we explore the capacities of LLMs to learn
taxonomic structures and to predict enti-
ties to any level of taxonomy using learned
representation;

• we introduce a new dataset creation
method that collects different types of
taxonomy-related subtasks: hypernym
prediction, hyponym prediction, insertion
between two existing nodes, and synset
mixing, as previous setups considered
only hypernym prediction;

• we test the fine-tuned models on the down-
stream tasks achieving state-of-the-art re-
sults on the SemEval 2016 Task-13 (Bor-
dea et al., 2016) on the Environment
dataset and provides comparable to SotA
results in the Science dataset.

We also make data, code and models pub-
licly available.2

2https://github.com/uhh-lt/lexical_
llm

2. Related Work

The most prominent directions in the field are
Taxonomy Induction (Camacho-Collados et al.,
2018), Hypernym Discovery (Bordea et al.,
2015, 2016; Velardi et al., 2013) and Taxon-
omy Enrichment (Jurgens and Pilehvar, 2016;
Tanev and Rotondi, 2016; Espinosa-Anke et al.,
2016). There exist several studies that cover
most previous approaches to taxonomy learn-
ing (Nikishina et al., 2022a, 2020; Cho et al.,
2020; Takeoka et al., 2021). However, those
papers do not cover more recent studies us-
ing LLMs which are the most relevant previous
work for our research.

Previous methods in taxonomy construction
primarily involve either sophisticated graph
neural networks, such as Graph2Taxo (Shang
et al., 2020), or approaches based on Hearst
patterns accompanied by intricate refinement
steps, like TAXI+ with Poincaré embeddings
(Aly et al., 2019).

To the best of our knowledge, most existing
papers do not consider generative transform-
ers for taxonomy learning, but Encoder-based
instead, like CTP (Chen et al., 2021), and oth-
ers (Davies et al., 2023; Hanna and Mareček,
2021). Most existing papers describe the appli-
cation of LLMs for taxonomy construction. For
instance, LM-Scorer Jain and Espinosa Anke
(2022) interrogate BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) among masked
LMs, and GPT2 (Radford et al., 2019) among
causal LMs. The authors use zero-shot tax-
onomy learning methods which are based on
distilling knowledge from language models via
prompting and sentence scoring. However,
they achieve results that are lower than SotA
approaches for the TexEval-2 task. However,
there are no current studies that perform tax-
onomy learning and construction using more
recent open-source models to compare with,
such as LLaMA-2 (Touvron et al., 2023) and
Mistral (Jiang et al., 2023).

3. Taxonomy Learning

In this Section, we describe the whole pipeline
of Taxonomy Learning which comprises the

https://github.com/uhh-lt/lexical_llm
https://github.com/uhh-lt/lexical_llm
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algorithm for dataset creation, different model
templates, fine-tuning, and evaluation. We also
perform an ablation study to understand how
different the performance is for widespread
common knowledge words and terms.

3.1. Dataset Creation
While constructing our dataset, we primarily
rely on the English WordNet 3.0 due to its clean
and well-organized structure. Our predominant
dependence is on the nouns subgraph, as only
the most common class in the WordNet but
also a difficult class for LMs to learn, according
to Lazaridou et al. (2021).

Category #Samples
Train Test

Hyponym prediction 16 789 828
Synset mixing 1 461 47
Hypernym prediction 1 338 364
Insertion 648 35
Total 20 236 1 274

Table 1: The statistics of the dataset samples
for Taxonomy Learning based on WordNet.

We start the dataset creation with a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) from WordNet which is
based on the “IS A” relations. Then we ran-
domly sample edges or subsets from the graph
into different subsets, considering all possi-
ble tree operations. The detailed algorithm for
the dataset construction is presented in Sub-
section 3.2. We assume that such a diverse
dataset with various scenarios is beneficial for
two reasons:

• diverse dataset will help the model to gen-
eralize better and grasp the broader re-
lationships between words from a wider
variety of subtasks;

• diverse dataset will equip the model with
the capability to employ a range of strate-
gies for constructing taxonomies.

Therefore, we collect four different subsets
in order to consider the most possible tree oper-
ations within the graph, giving higher priority to
hyponym and hypernym prediction. The tasks
comprise the following scenarios (Figure 1):

Algorithm 1 Dataset collection algorithm
Input: Sets A,B,C,D sampled from

Graph
Output: Train and Test Sets

1: Train := Empty Array
2: Test := Empty Array
3: Collect sets A,B,C,D.
4: while (A ∪B ∪ C ∪D) ̸= ∅ do
5: cur_set ∼ Pdata

6: cur_sample = cur_set.pop()
7: if cur_samplet ∩ Train = ∅ then
8: to_test ∼ Ptest

9: if to_test == 1 then
10: Test.append(cur_sample)
11: else
12: Train.append(cur_sample)
13: end if
14: else
15: Train.append(cur_sample)
16: end if
17: end while

1. hyponym prediction (1.A): predicting a
list of hyponyms associated with the input
synset from taxonomy;

2. hypernym prediction (1.B): predicting
the hypernym based on the input word;

3. synset mixing (1.C): predicting single hy-
ponym based on two synsets.

4. insertion (1.D): predicting a word when
provided with its hypernym and hyponym.

We guarantee that there is no overlap be-
tween our test and training datasets, none of
the test nodes is included in any subtask sce-
nario. The statistics for each subset are pre-
sented in Table 1.

3.2. Dataset Collection Algorithm

To formulate a precise algorithm, we introduce
subtask sets derived from the graph, repre-
sented as a collection of the following mini-sets:

Ai = {p, {cj}deg
+p

j=1 } ∈ A,

Bi = {p, c} ∈ B,

Ci = {p1, p2, c} ∈ C,

Di = {g, p, c} ∈ D,
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Model Hyponym Hypernym Insertion Synset Mixing Mean
GPT2 0.006 0.033 0.018 0.027 0.021
Llama2-7B Numbers 0.099 0.267 0.262 0.239 0.162
Llama2-7B Lemmas 0.127 0.293 0.329 0.218 0.188
Llama2-7B Definitions 0.123 0.494 0.436 0.234 0.247
Mistral-7B Definitions 0.085 0.498 0.436 0.160 0.218

Table 2: Fine-tuned models MRR scores on the test set. Bold represents the best result, underlined
are second-ranked

Here, c dennotes hyponyms, p - hypernyms,
and g - hyperhypernyms.

In order to perform comprehensive set inter-
sections, we introduce the concept of “deep
intersection”, denoted as ∩. This operation
characterizes the intersection between the ele-
ments of elements from two sets, not solely the
elements themselves, expressed as: S1∩S2 =⋃

ij(S1i ∪ S2j)

In the following phase, our objective is to
create random training and testing sets, ensur-
ing around 1000 samples in the test set and
a predominant number of hyponyms predic-
tions and hypernyms prediction in the training
set, with other sample types evenly distributed.
This task is complex due to possible large inter-
sections among different cases and the order
of sample collection. To address this, we in-
troduce a distribution on subtasks denoted as
Pdata, allowing us to manually adjust the prob-
ability of sampling each subtask.

We also introduced a Bernoulli distribution
Ptest with a parameter p to control the prob-
ability of samples being assigned to the test
set. Optimal values for these probabilities were
determined as follows:

For Pdata: P (A) = 0.51, P (B) = 0.39,
P (C) = 0.05, and P (D) = 0.05.

For Ptest: p = 0.05 and q = 0.95.
During collection, we use the “pop()” oper-

ation, that deletes last element from set and
returns it.

To handle the intricacies of the prevalent
word categories, we employ a topological sort
on the graph. Subsequently, we ensure that no
vertex within our sets possesses a level lower
than a specified parameter denoted as “level”.
This condition can be expressed as follows:

∀i, S ∀v ∈ Si : TopSort(v) ≥ level. In our
collected data level = 3

We also establish a “target” vertex for each
element within the subtasks. This allows us to
track the presence of this specific target vertex
in the test set, ensuring that we maintain the
integrity of our evaluation.

The breakdown of the definitions for these
“target” vertices based on different subtasks
can be described as follows:

• At
i = {cj}: In this case, we need to track

all the hyponyms. If we have not encoun-
tered hyponyms in the training set, then
we cannot determine the target. However,
it is permissible to encounter the hyper-
nym in the test set because it is present in
the prompt.

• Bt
i = c: If we have not seen the hyponym,

it means we have not encountered this
pair. Otherwise, we would have added the
hyponym to the tracking. Therefore, if we
haven’t seen the hyponym, it implies we
haven’t seen this edge.

• Ct
i = c: If we have not seen the hyponym,

it implies we haven’t observed the target.
• Dt

i = p, c: This scenario is equivalent to
restricting two edges: g−p and p−c, which
correspond to the cases A and B.

3.3. Model Finetuning
For our research, we utilize latest founda-
tion models language models Llama2-7B and
Mistral-7B. Smaller models, such as GPT2,
demonstrated negligible performance across
all subsets and were consequently excluded
from the analysis. These models were opti-
mized using a 4-bit quantization technique. We
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Hyponym Internal Nodes Leaves Divided Only Leaves Single Leaves Insertion Hypernym Synset Mixing Mean
Numbers -0.036 0.001 -0.046 -0.240 0.006 0.079 -0.055 0.089 -0.005
Lemmas -0.036 -0.019 -0.004 -0.124 -0.016 -0.028 -0.053 0.120 -0.001
Definition -0.042 -0.044 0.029 -0.194 0.000 0.025 0.006 0.097 0.054

Table 3: MRR Scores difference between easy and hard subsamples (easy−hard) for the
taxonomy learning subtasks. Green color denotes that scores are higher for the “easy” subset,
Red color shows that better results are for the “hard” subset.

further fine-tune them with LoRA (Hu et al.,
2022) for one training epoch, using a batch
size of 64. We employ the AdamW optimizer
with a learning rate of 3e− 4 and a cosine an-
nealing scheduler.

Our inputs include an LLaMA-2 system
prompt that looks as follows:

(1) [INST] «SYS» You are a helpful assis-
tant. List all the possible words divided
with a comma. Your answer should
not include anything except the words
divided by a comma «/SYS»

Then we introduce a technical-style input
prompt and the expected output format:

(2) hypernym: dog.n.1 | hyponyms:
[/INST]

(3) pug, corgi,

We also explore the impact of altering the style
of the prompt with numerical representations,
lemmas, and definitions: “dog.n.1”, “dog (dog,
domestic dog, Canis familiaris)”, “dog (a mem-
ber of the genus Canis that has been domesti-
cated by man since prehistoric times)”.

3.4. Results

In our study, we assess the quality of our mod-
els using Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), which
reflects the position of the first correct answer.
We do not use other possible metrics for rank-
ing as they might be too strict.To evaluate the
models, we generate a list of potential candi-
dates, separated by commas, and match them
with target words.

As our preliminary experiments, we also con-
ducted a case study to assess ChatGPT perfor-
mance on the task. We discovered that it failed

to provide correct answers, even when employ-
ing the few-shot learning technique. For ex-
ample, for the word “Maltese” candidates from
ChatGPT are “dog breed”, and “animal” instead
of “toy dog” which is the correct hypernym from
WordNet; For the phrase “machine translation”
possible hypernyms are “automated transla-
tion” and “language translation system”, while
true hypernyms are “artificial intelligence” and
“computational linguistics”. We can see that the
model correctly identifies the area, but is not
able to point out the specific synset from Word-
Net. This was particularly notable in instances
where our fine-tuned model excelled.

The results for our fine-tuned models are
presented in Table 2. We observe that the best
results for hypernym prediction and insertion
between the two nodes are quite high. For ex-
ample, the score of 0.5 for hypernym prediction
means that on average the second predicted
candidate is the correct one. However, from
the manual error analysis, we observe that this
score is compiled as the mean of the correctly
predicted first candidates for most cases and
all incorrect candidates for others. At the same
time, we can also see that the results for synset
mixing are twice lower than hypernyms or in-
sertion. Quite low scores are achieved for hy-
ponym prediction. Notably, those tasks appear
to be more difficult to solve. We hypothesize
that the limitations for hyponym prediction may
not stem from the amount of data or the model,
but rather from the size of the model, which
is generally believed to be closely linked to its
performance. Initially, we theorized that these
limitations could be mitigated through the use
of disambiguation via lemmas or definitions.
However, our findings suggest that this may
not be effective. Additionally, these limitations
might arise from the inherent nature of rela-
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tional and instructional tuning. In cases where
there is only a single parent, predictions tend
to be more straightforward, and the model is
trained to predict a single node. This contrasts
with the scenario involving hyponyms, where
multiple instances exist. Consequently, the
model must predict a sequence, and the loss
is calculated across the entire sequence in its
precise order.

We can also note that incorporating lemmas
yields significantly better results compared to
numbers, and the highest scores are achieved
when definitions are included. This might hap-
pen due to the autoregressive generation. Im-
mersing the model in an appropriate context
leads to shifting distribution towards correct
answers. In that way, providing definitions
makes the shift either stronger or more ac-
curate. We also tested the best setup with
the brand new Mistral-7B model which showed
higher performance than LLaMA-2 on (Jiang
et al., 2023), however, it did not perform better
on our dataset.

3.5. Ablation Study
We were surprised to find that LLaMA-2 per-
formed poorly in predicting hyponyms. To bet-
ter understand the results, we investigate hy-
ponym predictions more thoroughly.

3.5.1. Subtypes of Hyponyms

First, we assume that the results demonstrated
on all types of hyponym relations might be not
very representative. Therefore, we split the
hyponym prediction task into the following sub-
tasks regarding the type of the predicting nodes
(See Figure 2 for examples and more detail):

• Leaves Divided (2A): all hyponyms are
terminal nodes, and 50% of them appear
in the input, other part is predicted as a
target.

• Internal Nodes (2B): Hyponyms are not
required to be terminal nodes, but they
have to contain at least one internal node.

• Only Leaves (2C): all target hyponyms
are terminal nodes;

• Single Leaves (2D): hyponyms are termi-
nal, and they are the only hyponyms for

A. B.

C. D.

Figure 2: Examples of hyponym subtasks:
Leaves Divided (A), Internal Nodes (B), Only
Leaves(C), Single Leaves (D).

the node.
We further evaluate the model performance,

and present the results in Table 4. LlaMA-2
excels in predicting terminal nodes (2C) com-
pared to internal ones (2B). From the manual
error analysis, we can conclude that terminal
nodes are usually non-ambiguous and have
only one meaning. While predicting internal
nodes (2B) the model predicts more subse-
quent nodes (with hop≥ 2) instead of the direct
hyponyms. We can also see that (2A) scenario
demonstrates lower performance than while
predicting all possible hyponyms (2C). This im-
plies that the core issue is not ambiguity, which
additional hyponyms can address, but rather
the inability to generate appropriate hyponyms.
The predictive scope of the model is limited
with the present candidates in the input. The
scenario featuring a single leaf hyponym (2D),
is extremely challenging to predict, even with
hyperhypernyms as input. It may be explained
by the fact that such instances are more com-
plex and less prevalent in the language.

3.5.2. Common Words VS Terminology

When analyzing the outputs of the models in
order to understand low results on average, we
notice that the major problem may be in the dif-
ficulty of the dataset itself: some synsets in the
WordNet taxonomy might be too specific for the
model to predict hyponyms or hypernyms for.
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Model 2A 2B 2C 2D
#Samples 117 115 110 486

Numbers 0.152 0.113 0.220 0.068
Lemmas 0.179 0.154 0.220 0.100
Definition 0.175 0.163 0.268 0.081

Table 4: MRR scores for the LlaMA-2 model
with a different hyponyms prediction subtasks,
with column names correspond to Figure 2.

In order to check this hypothesis, we manually
split our dataset into two categories: common
knowledge words (“easy” category) and terms,
jargon, or rare words (“hard’’ category). To
do that, we asked three annotators, experts in
computational linguistics, to annotate the test
set. The assessors were required to mark the
whole sample as “hard” if there was at least
one word that belonged to terms, jargon, or
rare words, otherwise, they were supposed to
put an “easy” label. Krippendorf’s alpha score
on the annotations reached 0.67, indicating
sufficient agreement among annotators to take
answers into consideration.

We recalculate the performance on both sub-
sets and present the results in Table 3. Surpris-
ingly, our models tend to perform better on the
“hard” instances, particularly when predicting
hyponyms. However, for the best model that
uses word definitions, “easy” instances achieve
higher scores, particularly for the cases that
do not involve hyponyms. This pattern, how-
ever, doesn’t consistently hold for other types
of prompts, where “hard” instances are some-
times predicted more accurately, even for hy-
pernyms or internal nodes.

We believe that the outcomes of the cur-
rent study demonstrate that the model more
correctly predicts less common words. This
may be explained by the fact that the distribu-
tion of candidates for the terms is narrower,
which makes it more focused on the correct an-
swers. Moreover, the model encounters such
rare words quite infrequently and usually in a
consistent and specific context.

4. Downstream Task: TexEval-2
(SemEval 2016 Task 13)

In order to check model abilities to generalize
and to learn different strategies of taxonomy
creation, we test the fine-tuned models on the
downstream task: SemEval 2016 Task 13. We
use the Eurovoc taxonomies (“Science” and
“Environment”) from SemEval-2016 (Bordea
et al., 2016). These datasets are commonly
used as a benchmark for testing models’ abili-
ties of taxonomy construction.

4.1. Taxonomy Construction
Procedure

To create the taxonomy, we use perplexity to
discover edges between nodes. First, we cal-
culate perplexity for all vertex pairs using two
input templates: hyponym prediction 1A and
hypernym prediction 1B. After that, we con-
struct the taxonomy by adding edges between
vertices with perplexity below a certain thresh-
old. This was done either via considering all
possible word pairs (brute-force) or by recur-
sively building the taxonomy from a starting
point (root for hyponyms prediction), like a tree
(Depth-first search style).

4.2. Results and Discussion
Our experiments show that predicting hyper-
nyms performs significantly better than pre-
dicting hyponyms, which is coherent with the
scores for the respective subtasks during the
fine-tuning step. Furthermore, the brute-force
method of building the taxonomy outperformed
the DFS-style approach. That could happen
due to error accumulation during graph traver-
sal. Incorrect decision on the first couple lev-
els significantly limits our possible edge space.
The results for the additional experiments are
presented in Table 6.

Table 5 presents the F1-score results for the
Science (Sci) and Environment (Env) datasets.
We compare our three best-performing models
with the previous approaches and the GPT-2
baseline. We deliver results for LlaMA-2 with
numerical input and LlaMA-2 with lemmas. For
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Model Sci Env
TexEval-2 best 0.313 0.300
TAXI+ Aly et al. (2019) 0.414 0.309
Graph2Taxo pure Shang et al. (2020) 0.390 0.370
Graph2Taxo best Shang et al. (2020) 0.470 0.400
CTP Chen et al. (2021) 0.291 0.230
LM-Scorer Jain and Espinosa Anke (2022) 0.318 0.264
GPT-2 0.014
LlaMA-2 with lemma 0.419 0.409
LlaMA-2 with empty lemma 0.426 0.380
LlaMA-2 with numbers 0.416 0.411

Table 5: Comparison of the results for the downstream TexEval-2 task.

Approach Method Template Sci Env

LlaMA-2
brute-force hyper 0.419 0.409

hypo 0.192 0.115
with lemma dfs hyper 0.340 0.213

hypo 0.137 0.142

LlaMA-2
brute-force hyper 0.426 0.380

hypo 0.188 0.116
with empty lemma dfs hyper 0.338 0.213

hypo 0.127 0.129

LlaMA-2
brute-force hyper 0.416 0.411

hypo 0.185 0.116
with numbers dfs hyper 0.186 0.186

hypo 0.125 0.138

Table 6: Results for the downstream TexEval-2 task comparing different fine-tuned models,
methods for graph construction, and templates for model inputs. Hyper approach stands for
hypernym prediction and hypo for hyponym prediction

LlaMA-2 with lemmas (as we have no addi-
tional lemmas unlike in WordNet), we tried two
approaches (duplicate lemma in listing; provide
no lemma at all):

(4) “hypernym: cat (cat) | hyponyms:”

(5) “hypernym: cat () | hyponyms:”

Our results show that our method per-
forms better than all other existing models
on the Environment dataset and is ranked
second on the Science dataset. However,
the best-performing approach for “Science”,

which is Graph2Taxo (Shang et al., 2020)
is reached with a GNN-based cross-domain
transfer framework. The best score is achieved
during their ablation study. The default setup
of the framework does not achieve the best
scores (see (Shang et al., 2020) (pure) in Ta-
ble 5). Moreover, we need to take into account
that we did not apply any specific taxonomy-
building strategy, which leaves room for further
improvement on the taxonomy-creation down-
stream tasks. At the same time, GPT-2 per-
formed extremely bad on this task, as well as
zero-shot methods based on distilling knowl-
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edge from language models via prompting and
sentence scoring (Jain and Espinosa Anke,
2022), and the pretrained language models
(CTP) like BERT for parenthood prediction and
tree reconciliation (Chen et al., 2021).

5. Conclusion

Overall, our primary task was to investigate
whether Large Language Models are capable
of solving purely linguistic tasks, such as Tax-
onomy Learning. We can conclude that the
models do acquire basic skills in different types
of taxonomic operations: insertion, node mix-
ing, hypernym, and hyponym prediction. How-
ever, the results are far from being perfect on
the test split, which demonstrates model con-
fusion on the task. Surprisingly, the model
struggles more with common words than with
terms. At the same time, the results for in-
ternal nodes are lower than for terminal ones.
The above-mentioned outcomes and the best
scores achieved by the model with definitions
demonstrate that the ambiguity problem is still
relevant even for LLMs when a small context
is given. When considering the downstream
task, we can conclude that the fine-tuned LLMs
do learn taxonomic relations and could be fur-
ther used for different applications. For ex-
ample, we demonstrated that our finetuned
LlaMA-2 achieves state-of-the-art results for
the TExEval-2 task of taxonomy constructon
on the “Science” task. However, the application
of such models might still require a more elab-
orate procedure for taxonomy creation. As for
future work, we plan to extend the taxonomy to
other languages using Open Multilingual Word-
Net and do further experiments with input struc-
tures and downstream tasks. We believe that
the issue could potentially be mitigated either
by considering larger models or by modifying
the training procedure. To improve the results
on the hyponym prediction, we plan to modify
the training procedure, involving permuting the
sequence of hyponyms and conducting mul-
tiple training steps on the same relations, or
altering the target to focus on a single hyponym
and sampling them in portions.

Limitations

We find the following limitations of our work:

• The full list of operations over taxonomy
might also include deletion, moving a
synset from one position to another one
in a tree. But we do not consider them to
assume the taxonomy is “perfect” as input
taxonomy is built by humans. However,
for automatically constructed taxonomies
such operations are essential to use, as
some parts of the tree/graph may be not
optimally constructed.

• We expect that it is possible to further push
the quality reported in our work if larger ver-
sions of large pre-trained transformers are
used, such as LLaMA2-13B and Vicuna-
13b, as was the case for multiple other
tasks. However, the general trend is clear
from our experiments.

• We are also aware of new experiments
from a very recent paper (Chen et al.,
2023) where authors present a compar-
ative study for taxonomy construction us-
ing LLMs (GPT-NEO and GPT-3.5 for few-
shot learning), evaluating on two datasets,
different from TexEval-2. Because of the
time constraints, we were not able to test
our model on their downstream dataset.

• We did not test the multilingual setting of
our approach, which is possible if the mul-
tilingual version of sequence-to-sequence
models and datasets are used. However,
preliminary experiments demonstrated
negative results and a very low quality of
the existing multilingual taxonomies (Ba-
belNet, ConceptNet, Open Multilingual
WordNet) (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2010;
Speer et al., 2018) for languages distinct
from English. This is an important addi-
tional experiment to further validation of
the method explored in our work.

• Nowadays, dozens of large pre-trained
generative models exist and we report re-
sults only on a few of them. It may be
that some other base models used could
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further push the results. Our goal how-
ever was to show an example of how simi-
lar models and not perform an exhaustive
search of all models.

• We tried to be exhaustive, but we might
not have covered all existing types of
taxonomy-related subtasks, which we
leave out of the scope of our research.
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